RELN 3200 LITRE SEPTIC TANK
BIG, LIGHTWEIGHT AND STRONG

INJECTION MOULDED STRUCTURAL FOAM SEPTIC TANK
A totally new tank from RELN, brings you the latest design and technology can offer

• Lightweight: only 122kg including lid, so easy to transport and install - no cranes needed
• Made from UV stabilised polypropylene structural foam, making this the toughest injection moulded tank
• Stepped ribs provide greater strength and prevents crushing
• Supplied as a complete kit including our new inlet and outlet ‘T’ pieces
• RELN is a Quality Endorsed Company
RELN SEPTIC TANK
BIG, LIGHTWEIGHT AND STRONG

KIT INCLUDES:
• Inlet and outlet T-junctions
• 8 x 1.5m lengths of anchoring rope
• 8 x 10g 316SS self-tapping screws to fix T-junctions
• 8 x M6 316SS nuts, bolts and washers for fastening lid to the base
• 2 x inspection covers
• 6 x 10g 316SS self-tapping screws to fix manhole cover to lid
• 2 x M6 316SS nuts, bolts and washers for fastening baffle
• Installation instructions and warranty card
• Operation manual

TECHNICAL DETAILS:
A. Overall tank height (mm) 2038
B. Liquid depth level (mm) 1427
C. Tank rim to invert of outlet (mm) 200
D. Under roof to liquid level (mm) 460
E. Maximum cover to inlet pipe (mm) 300
F. Maximum cover to outlet pipe (mm) 350
G. Overall diameter (mm) 1998
Capacity (litres) 3200
Weight (kg) 122
Weight including baffle (kg) 139
Tank base to ground level depth (mm) 1887

*Dimensions nominal

Tank lid, manhole cover, inspection covers made from virgin PP. Tank base and baffle made from recycled PP. Inlet and outlet T-junctions made from recycled ABS.